
 

 

Understanding Diagnosis 

Logical diagnosis vs Other diagnosis 

Unseen diagnosis 

Healer uses jins to diagnose patient- healer sometimes has jins working for him. He 

says he can see the jins or they will communicate with him the healer. He says he has 

vision. He may recite something (quran or unknown words most of time in Arabic) 

and then tell you your problem without any logical explanation.   He may ask you 

strange questions (parents’ names, secrets etc). Some healers use strange ways of 

diagnosing. E.g. using sticks, lighting a fire, using threads, over the phone etc.  

It is all unseen and illogical. Most of times involve some secrets or hidden shirk. This 

method is unacceptable because it is unseen, unknown and most of times has hidden 

shirk involved. 

 

 

Quranic diagnostic 

 

This diagnose is done by the healer reciting quran unto patient. However, it is limited 

and difficult to conclude what patient is afflicted with except if the jin is possessing 

him. 90% of time jins don’t possess and speak through patients. We can just read and 

hope for a result by making observations. 

E.g. during recitation of quran the person’s body becomes hot (this means the 

sorcery is burning), person cannot bear the quranic recitation and starts to move out 

or becomes angry (means jins are present), person starts shaking, experiencing pains, 

sleeps away etc. these are all limited reactions of direct recitation of quran onto 

patient. 

This method of diagnosing works with experience raaqis who are versed in quran and 

ruqya. This method is limited and 90% of times can only diagnose people who are 

possessed but it is difficult to diagnose magic or jins attacking someone from outside 

of body (marriage work house) which is the case most of the time.  

 

Logical diagnostic 

 

This method is understandable by patient he knows and understands logically what is 

being done. It is a consultation of questions and answers and written on a diagnostic 

which will determine the abnormal from normal symptoms in life. The diagnostic 

form can be used as a reference to determine if the patient is really getting better. 

Anyone can learn to do this diagnosis, it is logical and systematic. It concludes exactly 

what a patient is afflicted with and what was done to him. 

 


